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Hence the integrated momentum of the drift wind is 90° to the right of the direction of the surface flow with reference to the air, and its value per second per strip of unit width at right angles to this direction and infinite height (practically, to the level of gradient direction),
co sin <p
Since the above discussion applies to any velocity, between air and earth in 'any direction, let, as we may, w'a' (Fig. 43) be the direction and velocity of the surface wind, and let i be the inclination angle, or angle between the direction of the " surface wind" (wind at bottom of region of constant eddy viscosity, say 10. meters above the surface) and the direction of the isobar, or direction of the gradient wind. Then, on the assumption that the viscosity is constant up to the gradient-direction level, and from there on zero, the gradient velocity is given by w'a, determined by drawing -a! a so as to make the angle w'a' a 135°.
From Fig. 43, it also is evident that the surface wind Ws is given, in terms of the gradient wind Wg by the equation
W8 = TF0(cos i — sin i), i the drift wind Wd by the equation
Wd = Wg sin i • V2.
The figure also shows that, theoretically, the wind attains gradient velocity both below and above the level of gradient direction, and that at this level the velocity is distinctly in excess of the gradient value. All these surprising deductions have actually been observed.
Since H, the height of the gradient-direction wind, is given by observation, we have, from equation (2), in known terms
sin (p
Clearly, then, the direction and velocity of the wind at different heights up to the level of gradient direction furnishes, as indicated by Fig. 43, a means of determining whether or not /z is essentially constant. This has been done, and the assumption that normally /x is substantially constant with height fully sustained,1 however much it may vary with the roughness of the surface and velocity of the wind.
If the driving forces X, Y, per unit mass, hence the gradient wind, are the same at all levels, as above assumed, then the speed of the actual wind varies with height substantially as indicated by curve A, summer type (Fig. 44). If, however, these forces increase linearly with height, this speed will vary as indicated by curve B, winter type.
1 TAYLOR, Phil. Trans., 215; I, 1915; WHIPPLE, Quart. J. Roy. Met. Soc., 46; 39, 1920.

